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A message from Friendship founder and ED Runa Khan

Fighting to save lives:
Building on the
community’s strength

This week Bangladesh has entered a
critical phase in the spread of COVID-19
infections, with the number of cases now
rising rapidly. Each day people will die.
There is no escaping this reality. Things
will get worse before they get better.
The climate-impacted communities where
we work are no strangers to disaster. the
same Friendship Disaster Volunteers who

organize to warn villagers of floods, are
now armed with loudspeakers,
disseminating WHO and governmentissued messages about social distancing
and hygiene. Read more

Covid-19 and the
climate crisis
How will the pandemic affect our struggle
against the climate crisis? The current
crisis presents us with lessons and
opportunities, says Saleemul Huq. Read
more

Mobile medics
Given the nearest hospital is a four-hour
journey over river and land, Shahjahan’s
condition could easily prove fatal. But the
residents of Paglar Char know who to
call. Read more

Recent Updates
Friendship hospitals stay open during pandemic

For Friendship students education goes on

A Friendship land hospital on the frontier

Friendship opens new health clinic in Mongla

International Women's Day feature: Sadia the 7-year-old diagnostician

Friendship featured in Elle France

Friendship and UNICEF to build 120 more learning centres at FDMN camps

Colours of the Chars pop-up store opening in Luxembourg

Virtual Tour of CotC pop-up store in Luxembourg

Friendship Belgium chairperson Princess Esméralda up close and personal on Le
Soir

Friendship students once again ace public exams

Empowered by Law; a story about IC defending the rights of women

Friendship school children stage a play for International Disaster Preparedness Day

International Disaster Preparedness Day 2020

Friendship featured on World Economic Forum

Friendship signs an MoU with the International Centre for Climate Change &
Development

Lifebuoy Friendship Hospital featured by Unilever

Colours of the Chars model boats featured on The Daily Star

DONATE NOW
* Tax benefits arising from donations to Friendship are subject to national tax laws.
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